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LEAD ISOTOPES AS INDICATORS OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONTAMINATION
FROM THE URANIUM MINING AND MILI.ING INDUSTitY

.IN THE GRANIS MINERAL BELT, NEW NEXICO

David B. Curtis and A. J. Gancar2
Los Alamos Scientine Laboratory

Los Alamos, New Mexico, USA

The unique isotopie composition oflead from uranium ores can be useful in studying ihe
impact of ore processing efHuents on the env:ronment. * Common * !ead on the earth's sur.
face is composed of 1.4?e "Pb. 24.1?; "Pb. 22.1*; '''Pb. and 52.4?; "Pb. In cont rast. lead
associated with young uranium cres may contains as much as 95?; '"P5. These extren.e
differences provide the means to quantitatively evaluate the amount of lead introduced
into the environment from the mining and mi!!ing of uranium ores by measuring variations
of the isotopic composition of lead in environmental samples.

We will discuss the use of Pb isotopes as diagnostic tools in studvine the hydrntoeie
transport of materials from U ore dressing 9Iants in the Grants Mineral Belt. New Mexico.
USA. Preliminary measurements on efCuents intimately associated with procewing wastes
are consistent with a simple model in which *radic;enic" lead from the cres is mi.ted with
" common * lead from the uncontaminated environments.

.

ISOTOPES DE PLOMB EMPLOYES COMME TRACELRS
ENVIRONNEMENTAUX DE L' EXTRACTION DE L'URANICM ET EFFLUENTS

, PROVENANT DE LEUR TRAITEMENT

La composition isotopique unique du plomb derivse de minerais d' uranium peut stre
utile dans l' Etude de l' impact des efSuen:s des minerais processes sur l'environnement. Le
plomb *commun* a la surface ce la terre est compose de 1.4*; "Pb. 24.I?; '"Pb. 22.l*.
'"Pb et 52,4*;"Ph. Par contre. le plomb associe aux minerais jeunes d' uranium peut con.
tenir jusqu'a 95?; "Ph. Ces diffsrences ex:re=es produisent les moyens d'eva!uer cuan.
titativement le plcmb introduit dans l' environnement du s i' extract:en et ie traitement
des minerais d' uranium en mesurant les vanations de la composition isotopique du plomb
dans des ichantillons de l'environnement.

Nous discuterons l'emp!ci d'isotnpes de p omb comme outils diar.ostiques dans l' Etude
du tran< pert hydmb.cique de matenaux prevenant d'usines traitant le minerai d uranium
dans la Zone Mmstale de Grants. New Mexien. USA. Des mesures preliminaires sur ces ef.
Iluents intimement assoctes au traitement de dechsts sont consistantes i un modele simple
dans lequel du plomb 'radic::enique' pros enant des minerais est melan::e au plomb com.
mun* provenant d un environnement exempt de contamination.

Work dcne under the suspices of the U. S. Department of Energy
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INTRODUCTION

Processing of uranium are presents waste disposal problems not greatly different from
other ore dressing procedures except for the unique composition of the materials beine
handled. Generally the processing involves crushing and grindine the raw materials to an
appropriate size, selectively leaching uranium from the main mass, and further processing
the pregnant solution to obtain a high grade uranium product. Leaching is usually done
with sulfuric acid or sodium carbonate solutions, althouch other techniques are used in the
United States on a small sca:e. (1) Dispusal of solid and liquid w stes constitutes a major
problem since these materials contain elevated levels of radioactive nuclides as well as
non. radioactive materials. Tailings streams typically contain potential contaminants in.
troheed as part of the ore dressing processes such as sulfuric acid, sulfates, carbonates.
c'.Jorides, nitrtles, ammonia, lime, magnesia, caustic, potassium permanganate copper
sulfate, manganese dioxide, cyanide, polyacrylamides, several alkylphosphates, tertiarv
amines, alcohols, kerosene, and fuel oils. (1) In addition, the effluent may contain high
concentrations of constituents from the ore such as iron, copper, vanadium, molybdenum.
arsenie, lead, fluorine, selenium, and up to 70?k of the radioactive materials initially in the
uranium deposits. (1, Failure to effectively contain these wastes obviously represents a
sigHficant hazard to the environment and the well being of the local population.

Typically, solid tailings containment is accomplished by a retention dam constructed of
local mine wastes or previous tailings materials. Piles of these solid wastes can reach ap-
preciable size; some of them in the Grants region are comparable to the prominent natural
land forms. Every ton of ore processed produces one to five tons of liquid wastes. Disposal

-

of these liquids is accomplished by evaporation, se page into the underlying alluvium or
release into local rivers and streams. In the Western United States, a typical acid leach
plant would regt re pond areas of several hundred acres to evaporate the liquidst

generated. (1) The ? are plants with very large evaporating ponds, although it is estimated
that in many cases seepage losses may account for as much as S0?; of the liquid lo<s from
waste disposal pen, s, it is clear that this seepage of liquid wastes and leaching of solid
wastes by invading waters represent a potential source of contamination of local aquifers
and water supplies.

This paper will discuss the principles of a technique, based upon lead isotopic
systematics, which addresses some aspects of the transport of materials from these waste
disposal areas. Because of the unique compo.ition of the ore bodies, the lead isotopes are
likely to be diagnostic in studying the movement of material from these waste disposal
areas.

~

LEAD ISOTOPES IN NATURE

The chart of the nuclides indicates that natural lead is composed of 1.4?; *Pb,24.1?; of
"Pb,22.1?; of"Pb, and 52.4*;"Pb having sn atomic weight of 207.2. (2) However. it was
demonstrated many years ago that lead from U ores had atumic weight , less than this
value and those from Th-rich materials were heavier. This perturbation is the result of the
radioactive decay of isotopes of uranium and thonum. Uranium.233 decays throuch a
series of radioactive progeny to ;-oduce the stable isotope *Pb. '"L Jecays to "Pb and
"Th eventua !y produces *Pb.The light isotope '''Pb is not the end pcoduct of any known
radioactive decay chain, but results from the processes of nucleosynthes.s. whi h produced
the elements. It is chvious that " natural" lead can have variable isctopic compositien
depending upcn th ,efative abundances of U, Th, and Pb and the leng'ii.f time this
melange of elements has been in close association.

.

' Common * !ead, i.e., that with isctopie composition given on the chart of:he nuclides is
pervasive in the crust of the earth. It reflects the ise ;pic composition at the time the earth
was formed plus the evolution of radiocenic lead in an environment of constant average
composition with respect to U, Th, and Pb. Varistions from " common * lead occur when
these elementa are fractionated, as in the formation of ores. Such variations can be quite
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large. For instance. consider the formation of lead in an averaec uranium nre in,m the
Grants region. Such an ore was deposited -10' years neo and pre-ently contain 0 w.
uranium. (3) Application of the familiar law of radioactive decay indicates that this are
would contain 90 ppm of lead produced in situ by the decay of U isotope @is lead has a
("Pb/"'Pb) ratio of 5 x 10-' and will hereafter be referred to as radmgenic lead. The

. average measured concentration m these ores is e0 ppm IJ) and the t'*Pb7Pbl ratin i,et.7
X 10-', as opposed to the 8.3 x 10-' (4) found in curamon lead. The close currespondence
between the isotopic composition of pure radiogenic lead and the lead from these ures in.
dicates that the majonty of lead was produced in situ by the decay of uranium.

Table I presents the average isotopic cornposition of lead in uranium ores frum the
Color.do Plateau (5) and the isotopic composition of common lead. (4) Tne differences
are significant and provide a means of distinguishing between lead originating in uranium
cres or ore residue and lead normally found in the natural environment.

TABLE I

.l.EAD ISOTOPE RATIOS IN SO3fE NATURAL 31ATERIALS

* Common" Uranium Ores'

"Pb/'"Pb (5.35 0.09) x 10-8 (3.9 * 3.2) x 10-'
"Pb/"'Pb (3.34 0.1) x 10-' (3.7 * 4.6) x 10-8
"Pb/"Pb 2.06 0.04 (9.0 12)x 10-'

'Stacey and Kramers (1975)
'hiiller and Kulp (1959)

LEAD ISOTOPES AS ENVIRON 31 ENTAL TRACERS

Isotopic labeling involve the introduction. of material that is isotopically different but
chemically identical to that normally fcund in the system. 51ixing of the isotopicai!v dif.
ferent species provides a =eans to .tucy the dynamic behador of that ccnstituent : :e.
system. Isotcpic tracers may be radioactive. which can be detected by countin: tect.ni.
ques, or they may be non-radioactive, whicn requires more dif5 cult technicues for detec.
tion. Isotopic tracers offer an advants;e ever chemical ones in that the measured results

- are nor alized relative to chemically identical species. i.e.. results may be determined m
terms of the specific actinty of a racicactive isctepe or Ihe isctcpic ratio of nenradioactive
isotopes. Variations of these quantities direc-iy re5ect the m:x:nc cf 150topicallv d:stinct
entities independent of the absolute cencentraten of the chem: cal soee:es in tne system.
Changes in the isotopic composition are ceoendent upen che=ical and physical processes
only as they inCuence the mixing of laceled and uniabeied species.

Stable Isotopes

Consider as an illustration a uraniu= =ill tai!incs pile where liquids percolate *
through the tailin;:s and seep into the underiyinz soil to the surrcundin: envircament. Tne
liquid may be of any ong:n. leachm: a:ents which eventually become liquid wastes.
rainwater. or groundwater which flows into the pi!e. Initial;y any such 1: quid is likely to
contain lead that is iscrepica!!y normal. Such lead repre<ents tne endpcint labe:ed as
*cemmon in Fig.1. Wiien this liqu:d imnacts the tailmes pi!c. the lead :sotopes in the li.
quid begin to etc.'snce mth isotopes tn tne wastes and the isotopic composit:on oflead in
the liquid = oves down the Ime toward tne "radiocenic enapomt as snown m Fic.1.Tne
shift of the isotopic compemtien toward inis endpomt depends toen the r-lative abun.
dance oflesd mth the uniqueisotopic compositmns and the e:Ge:enev w:th whteh they are
mixed (either chemically or physically). It does not depend upon a change in the absclute
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Isotopic mising diagram showing A diagram illustrating the differences
change of isotopic composition in the size of the reser::oirs of
resulting from mixing of ' radiogenic' 'rodiogenic' lead and " common' lead
lead with ' common * lead. Measured on the wastes from a uranium are
isotopic composition in uranium cres processing plant (A) and in the en.
from the Colorado Plateau are defined wronment near the waste pile (B).
by the box near the ' radiogenic'
endpoint.

concentration oflead in any phase. It is likely that the situation on the pile will be like that
represented in Fig. 2A. Radiegenic lead is probably an encrmous reservoir relt.tive to "com.
mon * lead. Further, since the tailings have been ground and leached specifically to
promote the exchange of materials,it is possible that exchange oflead between phases is

'

rather fascile. Consequently, the isotopie compositien oflead in liquids impacting the sil.
ings piles is hkely to be strongly shifted toward the * radiogenic endpoint of the mixing
duera= in Fig.1.

Once 'he liquid !esves the pile, the situaticn is reversed as shown in Fig. 23. Now *com.
mon * hsd m soils and uncontaminated waters is a large reservoir relative to radiogenic
lead leached from the pile. De isetopic compositicn cilead in the waters will be shifted
toward the " common * endpcint as shown in Fig.1. As before, the extent cf the shift will de.
pend upcn the relative mapitur of the abundances cf the two types of lead and the
facility with which they exchance.

The mixing of end members with unique isotopic compositions is a simple isotope dilu.
tion problem. A mixing ratio (p) can be ca!culated from measurements of isctopic ratios.
assuming the end membe s are well defined. He equatien for calculating this ratio is

(""Pb/"Pble - ("Tb/"Pb6
9=

("'Pb/"*Pb) - ("'Pb/"Pb).
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The subscripts C, M. and R refer to comrnon !ead, the ratio measured in the sampie and
radiogenic ! cad respectively. The mixine ratto is just the quantity of radiogenic "l% in t .,
sample relative tn "Pb from lead with " common" isotopic abundances. The fractic , s
total lead in any sample which originated in the uranium ores (radiogenic le 1) r ,, N
emaily calculated from the mixing ratto.

'Ihe previous example is merely an illustration. Such simple models are antikely to
represent the complex interactions tha: actua!!y exist w hen the natural environment is im.
p. eted by human. activities. However. the power of the technique is that it does not rely on
any assumptions regarding the chemical and physical behavior of Pb in the system.The
only significant assumption in the exampie involves the isotopic composition of lead in the
constituents. Lead from the ore or ore resicue frorn the Grants mineral belt has a unique -

isotopic composition compared to lead found in the uncontamina:ed environment. Mass
spectrom+tric techniques that can measure these compositional differences with a preci.
sion of a few hundredths of a percent, provide the rneans to unambiguous!> identify small
proportions of this source of anthropegenic lead in rny environmental media. The ability
to make such observations provides a tool to study lead contaminatien from wa te
associated with the uranium rnining and =illing incus.ry. It is possible that lead isotope
ratios may also have a broader application as generalindicators oithe encroachment of the
anthropogenic wastes on their immedia:e environment.

MEASUREMENTS OF LEAD ISOTOPIC R.\TIOS

Because of the interest in lead iso:cpic ratios as gecchronometers, mass spectrometric
techniques have been developed to measure hizhly precise isotopic ratios in as little as a
nanogram of lead.The major ,srchlem is to chemically separate lead from elements t hat in-
tarfere with the mass spectrometric measuremen:2. Lead introduced by reagents and
glassware during separations has the iso:opic cc=pesition of "comrnon-lead. So the effects
of this contaminant will be a shift toward the " common'!ead endocint in Fig.1. Since lead
is a trace element in most natural ms:erials. separations often involve as li:tle as a few
nar.cgrams of the element. Extraordinarv precau: ions are necessary to assure that the

' che cistry is done free of lead conta=inan:s.
The spectrorneter separttes isotopes of lead and focuses them seqentially en a detec:cr

which produces a si;nal propertienal to the abundance of the isotope. No attempt is made
to relate the intec.sity of the ou:put signal to the absolute abundance. Insteac, the inten.
sity from each isotope is measured relative to a refe ence isotope. In our case, all measure.
ments a e taken relativa to "Pb and repc-ted as 'Pb/"Pb ratios. Fizure 3 is a strip chart
sutput from the rnass soectrometer shewing the intensity of lead isotopes in *commen*
lead. As indicated in Table L "Pb is nearly twice as abundant as "Pb. "Pb is slightly los
abundant than "Pb, and 8"Pb is 20 :t=es less abundant than "Pb. Figure 4 is the mass
spectrcmeter output of lead isolated f cm iicuid sciu:icns residinz on tcp cf solid wastes
from a currently active acid teach process:ng ;; ant. Contrast this with Fiz. 3: "Pb is -3
timn less abundant than "Pb. "Pb is -5 times cepieted relatis e :o "Pb and the =inor
isotope 'Pb is underabundant by a fae:cr of 100 reistive to "Pb. It is clear frem the mass
spectrum that this liquid centains a large p-c;crtion of radiegenic ! cad.

APPLICA f!CNS OF LEAD ISOTOPE TECHNIQUES

As pr.viously indicated, clean separa::en cilead from matrix material poses the maw

obstacle to impie nenting the technicue. Wst of our efforts have been directed tow a:d t-
development of such separatien prccedures. A!thou:h tnis development werk is not com
plete, preSminary resul:3 unmis:akably iden:ify the presence of ractaceme lead in samos
associated with mill tatiine piles. Tabie H presents these preliminary data. Sample !
eolution taken from the top of a w aste c:mssi mie at a cur ently actis e acid leach proce-.
ing plant, the mass sp*ctrs of lesd tseto:es . rom in:s sa= pie were presented in F:g. 4. Sa m.
ple 2 represents the lead isotopic ce=pos;tten .n a sample of solution taken frem a well on
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Fig. 3. Fig. 4.
The mass spectrum of ' common * lead The mass spectrum of lead extracted
shoicing the relative abundances of the from solutions from the top of the
four isotopes as found in most waste disposal pile at a currently ac.
materials in the earth's crustc tive acid leach processing plant. The

relative pruininence of the signalfrom
"Pb compared to * common * lead is in.
dicative of a large fraction of

radiogenic lead in this sample.
*

TABLE II'

_ LEAD ISOTOPE RATIOS IN LIQUIDS \SSCCIATED %TTH
URANIDI OItE WAf TES

Sample 1 Sample : Sample 3

"Pb/"Pb (9.54 = 0.01) x 10-' (2.27 0.009) x 10-8 (5.04 t 0.01) x 10-8
"Pb/*Pb (1.9145 0.0004) x 10-' (3.895 0.009) X 10-' (7.000 = 0.C05) x 10-'
"Pb/"Pb (3.724 0.001) x 10-' (8.937 = 0.01) x 10-' 1.9332 = 0.0007

top of a wnste pile associated with a carbonate !esch facility. This pile has net been used
for 15 yr. Sample 3 is water taken from a well about 5 m from the inactive carbenste waste
pile. The well is believed to be hydroiezically downcradient from the wastes.

Figure 5 is a plot of the data on a lead isotepe =ixing dia: ram exactly hke that presented
for illustrative purposes as l'ie.1. The c!cse fit to the mixine line indicates that our original
assumption was correct. Samples associated with uranium wastes do indeed appes.r to be
simple mixtures of radiocenic lead from the cres and common lead. It must be
emphasized that this is preliminary data! Quantities of lesd int educed into the samples
during the separation procedur s have not been assessed. Such contamination would shift
the points up the mipng ime im ard the :ommon endpoint. As a result, the percent of
radiogenic lead sweym Fig. 5 must be considered only as a lower limit on the actuel
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~ Pb ISOTOPES IN WATERS ASSOCIATED
-09 WITH UPAN1UM ORE PROCESSING WASTES
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204 2C6g
Fig.5. .

Preliminary data shou:ing the measured ist. topic composition on or near
tiranium ore tailings piles. The data is superimpored on an isotopic mixing
diagmm identical to Fig.1. The shift away from the ' common * endpoint is
unam biguous ei:idence of the presence of radicgenic lead indicating diiferent
degre s of contamination of the solutions by lead from the ore residue.

proportion of radiogenic lead in the sample. Nevertheless, these results are extremely im.
portant. They demonstrate that the radiogenic lead signature is strongly present in solu.
tions directly associated with the wastes. If these solutions seep from the pile, the lead
isotopic ratios are quantitative indicators of the impact. Such seepage is indicated by the
data from solutions taken adjacent to the inactive carbonate pile. Lead isotope ratios un-
mistakably shc'w the ;,resence of radiogenic lead, rJbeit small, in these liquids.

Preliminary data indicates that lead isocopes are a viable means of studyin: element_

migration from wastes anociated with the uraniu= minir.g and mi!!ing industry. They can
be used to trace the extent of mig ation and to study the fundamental physical and
chemical processes associated with the movement of materials from anthropogenic
sources.
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